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For thirty-year-old captain Scott McKay, the transport run from Miami to Denver
will give him the money he desperately needs to keep his fledgling air cargo
company flying. When a mysterious crate is discovered on his plane, however,
McKay is ordered to abandon his present course and fly the crate and its owner,
Vivian Henry, to Washington, D.C., before going to Denver. McKay takes the
forced detour in stride—until a strange noise comes from deep inside the crate. It
is the voice of Vivian's husband, Dr. Rogers Henry, warning that the shipment
they are carrying is actually a fully armed Medusa device, a thermonuclear bomb
that can destroy every computer chip over an entire continent, and blast the
Silicon Age back to the Stone Age. And it is set to go off within hours.

As panic spreads from the small community of nuclear scientists who used to
work for Dr. Rogers Henry to the White House and eventually to the general
public, a group of rogue military officers conspires to disobey the President's
orders and secure the technology of the Medusa device, whatever the cost. Will
Captain McKay and his crew trust their own instincts to dispose of the bomb, or
will they let a misguided government dictate their actions?
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For thirty-year-old captain Scott McKay, the transport run from Miami to Denver will give him the money
he desperately needs to keep his fledgling air cargo company flying. When a mysterious crate is discovered
on his plane, however, McKay is ordered to abandon his present course and fly the crate and its owner,
Vivian Henry, to Washington, D.C., before going to Denver. McKay takes the forced detour in stride—until
a strange noise comes from deep inside the crate. It is the voice of Vivian's husband, Dr. Rogers Henry,
warning that the shipment they are carrying is actually a fully armed Medusa device, a thermonuclear bomb
that can destroy every computer chip over an entire continent, and blast the Silicon Age back to the Stone
Age. And it is set to go off within hours.

As panic spreads from the small community of nuclear scientists who used to work for Dr. Rogers Henry to
the White House and eventually to the general public, a group of rogue military officers conspires to disobey
the President's orders and secure the technology of the Medusa device, whatever the cost. Will Captain
McKay and his crew trust their own instincts to dispose of the bomb, or will they let a misguided
government dictate their actions?
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Editorial Review

Amazon.com Review
If you miss the great airborne adventures of writers like the late Ernest K. Gann, John Nance might help take
up some of the slack. His Pandora's Clock--it became a TV movie--featured a nasty virus rampant at 35,000
feet. His latest has the widow of a world-class scientist trying to deliver to the Pentagon an invention that
could shut down computers everywhere, thus ending civilization (and online bookselling) as we know it.
Lots of hairy, if somewhat implausible, action--sure to be exploited in another TV movie.

From School Library Journal
YA?From the intriguing jacket cover to the final page, suspense abounds in this thrilling novel. When Scott
McKay, captain of his private cargo plane, takes on two passengers and their cargo crates, he and his crew
discover that they are in for the flight of their lives. While over Washington, DC, a strange noise comes from
deep inside the crate owned by Vivian Henry. It is the voice of her husband, a nuclear scientist who was
believed dead. The people onboard are informed that the shipment that they are carrying is a fully armed
Medusa device, a thermonuclear bomb that will not only kill millions of people, but can also destroy every
computer chip on the continent, blasting the country back into the Stone Age. It is set to go off within hours.
Panic erupts in the world of nuclear scientists who used to work for Dr. Henry, for they realize that this
threat is a real possibility. Fear spreads through the White House and the general public, as a group of rogue
military officers conspire to secure the bomb at any cost. Captain McKay and his crew soon discover that
they are being deceived, and that everyone's life is in danger. Mistrust, deceit, and spine-chilling action flow
from every page of this story.?Anita Short, W. T. Woodson High School, Fairfax, VA
Copyright 1998 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Library Journal
Even from the grave, nuclear physicist Rogers Henry is determined to castigate the wife who left him and the
nation that devalued his services. Two years after her ex-husband's death, Vivian Henry agrees to accompany
his lifelong project to the Pentagon. She doesn't know that what she is transporting is a thermonuclear bomb
that, upon detonation, will kill millions and immobilize U.S. computer, telecommunication, financial, and
transportation systems. While airborne, the ex-navy pilot at the controls and the hapless passengers discover
the bomb when it diabolically informs them that it will explode in three and a half hours. Nance (Pandora's
Clock, Doubleday, 1995) weaves a tight narrative and effectively builds the suspense. An old-fashioned
page-turner recommended for public-library fiction collections.
-?Maria A. Perez-Stable, Western Michigan Univ. Libs., Kalamazoo
Copyright 1997 Reed Business Information, Inc.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Brandy Hagaman:

This Medusa's Child usually are reliable for you who want to be described as a successful person, why. The
reason why of this Medusa's Child can be one of many great books you must have is giving you more than
just simple looking at food but feed you with information that might be will shock your preceding
knowledge. This book is usually handy, you can bring it everywhere and whenever your conditions both in
e-book and printed versions. Beside that this Medusa's Child forcing you to have an enormous of experience
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like rich vocabulary, giving you trial run of critical thinking that we all know it useful in your day pastime.
So , let's have it and luxuriate in reading.

William Petterson:

The actual book Medusa's Child will bring someone to the new experience of reading the book. The author
style to spell out the idea is very unique. Should you try to find new book to learn, this book very suitable to
you. The book Medusa's Child is much recommended to you you just read. You can also get the e-book from
official web site, so you can quicker to read the book.

Julian Eaton:

Medusa's Child can be one of your beginner books that are good idea. Most of us recommend that straight
away because this guide has good vocabulary that may increase your knowledge in terminology, easy to
understand, bit entertaining but nonetheless delivering the information. The article writer giving his/her
effort to get every word into joy arrangement in writing Medusa's Child although doesn't forget the main
position, giving the reader the hottest and based confirm resource information that maybe you can be one of
it. This great information can drawn you into brand new stage of crucial pondering.

James Murray:

Is it you actually who having spare time in that case spend it whole day through watching television
programs or just telling lies on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Medusa's Child can be the
response, oh how comes? A book you know. You are and so out of date, spending your time by reading in
this brand-new era is common not a nerd activity. So what these books have than the others?
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